Data Centers

in North Sweden
Making data centers sustainable and energy efficient

The world’s first open
experimental data center
for research and innovation

Halve colocation
costs by moving
the data north

This is the time
and place to be for
Cloud Computing
research

“North Sweden has set out to become a region for global pioneers,
making data centers more resource-efficient.”
North Sweden isn’t just a place of excellent operational conditions for data centers, like it has been shown by the successful
Node Pole region. It is also a place for development of new
technology and solutions that put data center companies
ahead of the competition. We have excellent universities, with
a culture of industrial collaboration and strong research groups
working in areas of key-relevance for data center and cloud
businesses. Moreover, the region is also very business friendly,
with an abundance of innovative IT companies. Industry and

The Hydro66 Data Center

Luleå University of Technology

Cutting power expenditures by more than 50%

World-class data center and cloud research

academy combined, generates and attracts very well educated
and trained IT professionals. To top the environment for
business innovation, a new and unique international open data
center test-facility is being built and will become operational
in 2016. Based on these unique qualities, North Sweden has
set forth to become a region for global pioneers, when it
comes to how to make data centers greener, smarter and
more resource-efficient.

Welcome!
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The Facebook Data Center

Consuming 38% less electricity and 60% less water
than a traditional data center
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The KnC Miner Data Center

Running one of the world’s most environmentally
friendly IT center
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The Research and Innovation Project
Cloudberry

SICS ICE

The world’s first open experimental data center
for research and innovation

Making data centers and cloud greener and smarter
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The Regional Data Center Strategy
We want to increase opportunities for more
data center, says the County Governor
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Groundbreaking

architecture
at the higher level

Name: Andy Long
Title: CEO of Hydro66
Lives in: London
Location for the interview: Near
Hydro66’s data center in Boden,
at the Tree Hotel, located in the
small village of Harads, close to
the Arctic Circle.
The hotel stands for some of the
same values as Hydro66, namely
innovative design, sustainability
and creative thinking. The hotel is
popular with celebrities such as
Kate Moss.
Read more at www.treehotel.se

A talk with Andy Long,
CEO of Hydro66, a colocation data center situated in Boden.
Global IT consultancy Gartner says European enterprises halve colocation costs
by moving their data north. Andy Long of Hydro66 shares that company’s experiences
building a green data center in Boden.
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“Our data center has cut
power expenditures by
more than 50% compared
to traditional centers.“

- Why did you decide to build your data center in
this region?

- Coming here, what was your biggest surprise
about the region?

- We looked at close to a hundred sites across
Europe and around the world before deciding to come
here. Ultimately we chose this region because of the
abundance of natural, clean and sustainable power
and the year-round low ambient temperatures, which
dramatically lower our clients’ operational costs. The
powerful IT infrastructure is connected directly to the
global Internet and corporate VPNs by fully diverse
fiber connections that offer almost unlimited capacity.
There are a number of other factors. We liked the
local skills available in the community, the technical
university in Luleå and the excellent support from the
regional development agencies the Node Pole and
Boden Business agency. We felt the most welcome
here of all the places we looked at.

- Many, first of all, you might not expect that just 60
km away from the Arctic Circle, you would enjoy unrivaled connectivity with multiple, diverse dark and lit
fiber routes back to Stockholm and Helsinki and then
from there to the major exchanges in London, Paris,
Amsterdam and Frankfurt. We are as well connected
as some of the more traditional data center locations.
Sweden is the second most connected country in
Europe and we have Facebook just down the road
with its massive connectivity requirements. Our data
center has four resilient fiber pathways that provide
exceptional reliability and bandwidths from 1Gbps to
1Tbps are available immediately. That was surprising!
Also, we really appreciate the ‘can do’ attitude.
When we were making our initial test site selection
we were shown a building and thought, ”this might
be it”. When we went back to look at it again the day
after, they were already digging the trench for the
power. That type of dedication and initiative tells you
all you need to know about the mentality here.

- Your say that your data center is just about as
green as a data center can get. How come?
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- Our data center is being built with the aim of
producing the lowest possible carbon footprint
throughout the process of construction as well as in
actual operation. Our local contractors and engineers
implemented a composite construction and used
recycled and natural products throughout. We rely
more or less fully on natural free air-cooling and our
PUE is always less than 1.07. This, combined with
the extremely low electricity costs, reduces typical
power expenditures by more than 50% compared to
equivalent costs in traditional centers. Also, our data
center is located close to the Lule River, Sweden’s
most important river for hydropower generation, so
our electricity comes exclusively from hydroelectric
power. This means that our carbon footprint is zero.

Photo Per Petersson
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- Yes. We are situated 200meters away from a
brand new substation where four completely diverse
regional power grids converge. We take power from
two different grids and then distribute both feeds
throughout the data center. Essentially, the back-up
for our primary hydro power plant is another hydro
plant further up the river. Studies have shown that
70% of outages occur due to human error. By building in resiliency in this way, rather than relying on
diesel powered generators, we actually end up with a
more reliable system. We also have conventional UPS
systems, but again, we have improved the typical
approach by using rotary flywheel technology, which
replaces lead acid batteries that other data centers
have to dispose of every five years.

Photo Per Petersson
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- And you have a data center with a different
approach to back up power systems...

- What would you say is the next trend in data
centers?
- More companies will follow Facebook, Google and
Hydro66 and set up enterprise and colocation datacenters in the north and in regions like this. In the
past, bandwidth costs meant the only place to build
data centers was in built up urban areas. Now that
bandwidth is cheap and plentiful we can locate in the
most sensible place for a data center areas that are
close to abundant reliable power, with a cold climate,
and plenty of space available. We can spread out,
maximizing the opportunity for free air cooling and
making space available for large deployments with
incredible savings. It now just makes economic and
environmental sense to ship the data to the power
instead of the other way around.
- Are you planning any new investments in the
region?
- Yes, we already have planning permission to expand
our facility in Boden from 2 data halls to 14 so we
can build about 40MW on that site and there is further space to expand into if we need it. We are also
open to looking at new sites particularly in the Node
Pole where we might build a second center for clients
who want more than one physical location. One of the
great things about our staged modular approach is
we can customize each new hall to the exact requirements of large wholesale clients.

Read more about Hydro66 under page 17.
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Luleå University of Technology

Data center and Cloud Research Areas
at Umeå and Luleå University, some examples:
Data center building and energy research
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Data center production
Data center in wood
Fluid mechanics and data centers
Energy optimization
Power distribution and quality
Bio energy
Fire protection in data centers

Data center automation research
n
n
n
n

Data center automation
Control in data centers and heat recovery
Robotics in data centers
Data centers and smart grid

Data center software research
n
n
n
n

Two Top Universities
in the region

Umeå University

31 500 Students, 4 300 Employees
Umeå University has more than forty departments, conducting
research and education in a broad range of academic disciplines.
Research in the area of data centers and cloud computing is primarily
conducted in the department of Computing Science, which hosts one
of Europe’s largest research groups on autonomous cloud resource
management. The research targets IT infrastructures, spanning
from single cloud data centers and federated data centers to highly
distributed clouds. The research groups coordinate the Cloud Control
project which takes a control theoretic approach to cloud management
systems. In addition to the Umeå campus, Umeå University also has
education in Kiruna, Lycksele, Skellefteå and Örnsköldsvik.

n

Capability to build knowledge
and tackle challenges in new ways

Luleå University
of Technology

“We have been educating data
technicians since the early 80s.
Since the establishment of the
Facebook data center, we have
been the University in Sweden
that has seen the biggest
increase in student applications.”

16 000 Students, 1 700 Employees
Luleå University of Technology (LTU) is Scandinavia’s northernmost
university of technology. LTU is experiencing strong growth with worldleading expertise in several areas of research. The research is conducted
in close cooperation with companies such as Ericsson, Bosch, Scania,
LKAB, SKF and leading international universities. The university has four
campuses, located in Luleå, Kiruna, Skellefteå and Piteå.
Luleå University of Technology
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Data center resource management
Big data analytics
Virtualization
IoT and data centers
Security

Johan Sterte,
Vice Chancellor
at Luleå University of Technology
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World-class Data Center and Cloud Research
“Northern Sweden is in the forefront of
data centers, this is the time and place to
be for Cloud Computing research.”
Lara Lorna Jiménez
PhD Student in Mobile and Pervasive Computing

“Software defined distributed systems
running in large numbers of devices
and data centers will transform our
daily life and allow us to be more
resource efficient.”
Olov Schelén

Research area: Efficient virtualization,
monitoring and autonomous distributed systems

Associate Professor in Mobile
and Pervasive Computing
Research area: Efficient
virtualization, distributed cloud
and Internet of Things

Luleå University of Technology

“I investigate ways of
managing power grid to
accommodate growing
market of data centers
in a sustainable manner. ”

“Fluid mechanics research
aims to increase the
efficiency of data center
cooling.”

Gulnara Zhabelova

Associate Senior Lecturer
in Fluid Mechanics

Associate Senior Lecturer in
Dependable Communication
and Computation Systems

”Research at Luleå University of
Technology is conducted in close
cooperation with companies
and leading international
universities.”

Mikael Risberg

Associate Senior Lecturer in
Construction Engineering
and Management

Anna-Lena Ljung

Research area: Cooling
of data centers

Marcus Sandberg

Associate Senior Lecturer in
Energy Engineering

Research area: Design automation
methods for construction

Research area: Energy efficient
cooling and energy recovery in
data centers
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Research area: Data center
energy infrastructure and
surrounding power grid

”My research area can help
data centers improve
energy efficiency through
research connected to energy
recovery systems for
data centers.”

“I have been working together with ABB to
reduce unwanted energy waste in data centers.”
Arash Mousavi
Associate Senior Lecturer in Dependable
Communication and Computation Systems
Research area: Energy efficiency in data centers
via intelligent automation
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“Future large data centers will be fully automated,
served by robots and smartly adapting to changing
service demands with optimal energy efficiency.”
Valeriy Vyatkin
Chaired Professor of Dependable Communication
and Computation Systems
Research area: Comprehensive automation of data center
facilities for their energy and operations efficiency

“I can recommend studying at Luleå
University of Technology not only for the
education, but also for the great sense of
community among the students.”

”I am very happy to have been awarded
the Young researcher prize from
Norrbottens Forskningsråd.”

Louise Olofsson

Associate Senior Lecturer in Control Engineering

Student in the Database
Technology Course

Research area: Developing algorithms for
orecasting cooling needs for data centers

Damiano Varagnolo
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Umeå University

Renewable
Energy Research

Targeting new opportunities for energy reuse in data centers
Energy Recovery in Data Centers
Creating efficient energy recovery in data centers

In many data centers, a significant share of the energy
is used for cooling the electronics. To reduce the energy
use, it is therefore of interest to both cool the electronics
in the most efficient way, and to recover the produced
waste heat.
For the waste heat recovery several technologies are available, for example
district heating, including heat storage systems, absorption cooling, indirect
power generation, thermoelectric and biomass drying. One other important factor to take into account, when design cooling and energy recovery
systems for data centers, is the geographical location and outdoor climate.
To be able to optimize the energy usage and recovery, it is of importance
both to know the different energy flows and to design the cooling and
energy recovery equipment in the most efficient way.
Example of on-going projects related to energy recovery
at Luleå University of Technology are:
n District heating process integration, optimization of the future energy
infrastructure
n Smart Community Energy Management System: Dynamic Hosting 		
Capacity
For further information see:
www.ltu.se/org/tvm/Avdelningar/Energivetenskap?l=en
For questions, contact: Professor Marcus Öhman,
Division of Energy Science, Luleå University of Technology,
marcus.ohman@ltu.se, +46 (0)920-49 19 77
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Bio4Energy

Creating environmentally sound
bio refinery processes
The internationally leading research environment
Bio4Energy aims to create highly efficient and
environmentally sound biorefinery processes.
At its core are more than 230 scientists from three
Swedish universities recognized as national leaders
in education and research on bioenergy, biotechnology and forest management. They are Umeå
University, Luleå University of Technology and the
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences.
An overall goal for Bio4Energy is that the entire production
chain should be environmentally friendly. Raw materials should
be used as completely and as efficiently as possibly at all stages
of the biorefinery value chain. This comprises everything from
the designing and planting of the first seed for growing a tree,
through to the development of consumer products. Waste
products and excess energy should be reused in other processes.
Emissions of pollutants should be minimized. For example, ash
and sludge, which today are problematic byproducts, can be used
for liming and fertilizing. Another area of research is to use
catalysis to capture and recover carbon dioxide from bio refinery.
For further information see: www.bio4energy.se
For questions, contact: Anna Strom, Umeå University,
info@bio4energy.se, +46 (0) 90 786 5247

Erik Elmroth is a Professor in Computing Science at Umeå
University. He is leading the research on distributed systems,
focusing on virtual computing infrastructures, in particular
autonomous cloud resource management. He currently leads
Cloud Control, a project in which researchers from distributed
systems join efforts with researcher from control theory to
develop smart systems for handling datacenter resources,
to make cloud applications more robust, more responsive,
and greener.

Data Center and
Cloud Research
Tell us about your area of research.
Well, the focus is on flexible and scalable IT infrastructures. My research group
covers a whole range of topics central to large-scale cloud infrastructures, typically
involving compute and data intensive applications with rapid capacity and locality
variations.
You are leading the project Cloud Control. What is it about?
The project focuses on developing new methods for the autonomous management
of resources and services in the future elastic cloud computing. The aim is to create
systems that autonomously adjust data center capacity according to the application’s needs. Thereby they ensure that services that run on the infrastructure have
high performance with acceptable costs and energy consumption. Typical applications which would greatly benefite from such a solution are those with large and
unpredictable variations in the load. Such as, for example, an Internet news site.

Finally, which future research challenges do you see?
The Internet of Things is about to become the next major driver for cloud infrastructure. It will likely require a much more widely distributed infrastructure to enhance
applications’ responsiveness to end-user and to reduce network usage. Although
highly distributed infrastructure can potentially improve application performance
significantly, they also come with tremendous challenges for their management
systems.

For further information see: www.cloudresearch.org
For questions, contact: Professor Erik Elmroth, Computing Science, Umeå University, Erik.Elmroth@cs.umu.se, +46(0)90 786 6986
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175MW since 2011

The Node Pole

Eight data centers have been built in
The Node Pole, northern Sweden since
2011. An excellent combination of
intellectual infrastructure, natural
conditions, renewable power production
and communications infrastructure
makes The Node Pole the ideal place
for data centers.

Ground-breaking for Hydro66 Data
center in The Node Pole region.

The Node Pole region encompasses four municipalities in the very north of Sweden, just
by the Arctic Circle. The Node Pole holds perfect conditions to create bespoke construction solutions for data centers. The region is home to the Luleå river with 17 hydro power
stations boasting an installed effect of 4 200 MW of renewable power. It enjoys one of the
lowest electricity pricings in Europe and one of the world’s premiere digital infrastructures
and high tech labor forces. It is also one of the most geologically, politically and socially
stable areas in the world. The Node Pole offers several identified site locations and is happy
to share its knowledge and provide in-depth consultancy tailored to each customer’s
specific needs.
Read more at: www.thenodepole.com

The Node Pole Alliance
The network partners aimed at shortening investors’ time to market.
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“As the cost of connectivity has
dropped significantly and with
the strong and expanding fiber
network in the area, it is now
better to transport data rather
than electricity.”
Anne Graf,
Investment Director,
The Node Pole

Facebook

Connecting the world with the mind set on sustainability,
setting a new industry standard for data centers

Facebook’s data center in Luleå is a part of the highly advanced global
infrastructure connecting billions of people around the world through
Facebook’s family of apps and services. The data center in Luleå has set
a new industry standard. With energy efficient technologies and innovative cooling systems benefiting from the cold outside air, Luleå is one
of the most advanced and energy efficient data centers of its kind. This
green data center is powered by 100 percent renewable hydroelectric
energy generated by the nearby Lule river. It consumes roughly 38% less
electricity and 60% less water than a traditional data center. Facebook
has also open sourced all of the specifications, sharing their innovations
with others, collaborating and driving a more energy efficient and
sustainable data center industry.
The establishment of Facebook’s data center in Luleå is estimated to
generate a total economic impact of SEK 9 billion (including direct,
indirect, and induced impacts) and to engage 4 500 full-time workers in
Sweden over the course of ten years; about half of the economic benefit
will accrue locally.

“Luleå offers a good package of
resources – including a suitable climate
for environmental cooling, clean power
resources, available land, talented regional
workforce and supportive business and
corporate environment. Our establishment
of a second data center, “Luleå 2”, should
be seen as a further endorsement of the
skills, talent and vision of the people of
Luleå and Sweden. The city and the
country have positioned themselves as
leaders in the data center industry and
they are rightly gaining global recognition.”
Joel Kjellgren,
Site Manager, Facebook Luleå Data Center
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State-of-the-art Data Centers in the Region

KnC Miner

Running one of the planet’s most powerful
and modern processor halls in the world’s
most environmentally friendly IT center

Colocation
Data Centers
in the Region

In January 2013, they started mining Bitcoin as a hobby. Today, KnC Miner is a world leader in the Bitcoin
space, developing state-of-the-art chip design, software and services for block chain-based applications
and transaction processing. Their Clear Sky farm in Boden takes advantage of locally produced renewable
hydropower and the surrounding arctic air to achieve industry-leading efficiency. At the moment, they are
growing their business with a new 20 MW data center, bringing their site to a total of 50 MW and 15,000
square meters. The new building is adjacent to a new hydro powered 120MW substation with quadruple
redundancy that is being built nearby.

Photo: KnC Miner

A colocation data center refers to the practice of housing your servers and devices in a professional data center.
As technologies become more extensive and sophisticated, the option of a private data center often becomes
irrational, except for the largest businesses. Greater resilience to disaster, huge savings in cost and time and
the convenience of an environment in which every conceivable service is immediately on hand, are some of the
arguments for colocation.
Fortlax 2 Possible onebuilding expansion

“We are most certainly ready
to continue expanding our
investment, building many
more 20MW centers.”
Sam Cole, CEO at KnC Miner

Fortlax Data Center

Hydro66 Data Center

Acon Data Center

InfoQB Data Center

Secure, world-class
data storage

Green data center
solutions ideal for
enterprise applications

One of Europe’s most
secure data centers

Safe and scalable data
warehousing

Hydro66 is a company dedicated to
offering ground-breaking colocation
and hosting services that dramatically change the impact that
companies running power-hungry
IT services have on the environment, while significantly lowering
their operational costs compared
to traditional data centers. Offering
retail and wholesale capacity in
state-of-the-art data centers that
combine unrivalled power availability
and free-air cooling with redundant
fiber connectivity.

Acon owns and runs one of Europe’s
most secure data centers,situated
in a bomb shelter under a mountain.
The datacenter focuses on the
highest possible security and availability with minimum environmental
impact. In addition to the extensive
intrusion and perimeter defense
the mountain itself provides, the
datacenter is EMP protected and
supporting infrastructure such as
electricity, cooling and communication is doubled for redundancy. All
electricity is delivered from a nearby
hydroelectric plant with a direct
connection.

InfoQB is a state-of-the-art, highperformance, energy-efficient data
storage center. It provides costeffective, ultra-reliable and secure
colocation and data storage services
to today’s global entities. InfoQB’s
team of dedicated industry experts
has over 25 years of experience in
successfully designing, constructing
and maintaining data centers for the
private sector, all of which translates
to providing our customers with the
highest quality functionality, reliability, security and cost-efficiency
in data storage.

Read more at: www.hydro66.com

Read more at: www.acon.se

Read more at: www.infoqb.se

Fortlax’s unique location just south
of the polar circle, with natural
cooling, a stable power supply, and
a stable political situation, provides
unique conditions for data storage.
Added to that, our facility has the
highest security classification a
civilian building can have in Sweden,
making Fortlax one of the world’s
best places for future-proof and
sustainable data storage. Fortlax
offers secure, simple and effective
solutions for the storage and backup
of critical digital business information.
Read more at: www.fortlax.com
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The World’s First Open

The Data Center Research Institute

SICS North Swedish ICT

Photo: Luleå Science Park

experimental data center
for research and innovation

SICS North is located in Luleå Science Park.

beyond their own research and development.
SICS North Swedish ICT is a new subsidiary of SICS Swedish ICT
established in Luleå. The company is formed around the creation of a new
data center in Luleå, called SICS ICE. SICS ICE is the world’s first open
Hadoop-based research data center which means that it is the world’s
first open big-data research data center.

The company is formed around the creation of a new research data center in Luleå, Sweden. The aim is that the data
center will support all universities and industrial companies nationally with an experimental environment for research,
demonstration of infrastructure products, cloud services, and other aspects of data analysis. The test lab, initiated by SICS
North and Luleå University of Technology, is named SICS ICE, Infrastructure and Cloud Data Center Test Environment. The
new large experimental plant is planned to be operational in 2017, before that, a small-scale start is to be built during the
autumn of 2015, with a planned opening in early 2016.

The purpose of the test and research facility is to enhance
and increase the competence and innovation capability in
Sweden, help product and service companies excel, and
to attract more researchers and companies to Sweden and
the northern region. The vision is that the research
environment should have a 2 MW data center, which
means operating at least 4000 servers.

The Offer

Photo: SICS

SICS Swedish ICT is a leading research institute for applied information
and communication technology in Sweden, founded in 1985. SICS is nonprofit and carries out advanced and focused research in strategic areas of
computer science, in close collaboration with Swedish and international
industry and academia.
The research creates cutting-edge technology, invigorating companies

Picture of the envisioned test lab building.

The test facility will offer access to a unique environment for testing, demos
and experiments. The facility, energy support infrastructure and computing
infrastructure will be rented and leased. SICS ICE will package a service that
could be called “experiment-as-a-service”. This will be accessible to companies,
universities, or large projects, including both academia and industry.

SIC ICE’s offer consists of:
Read more at: https://www.sics.se/projects/
sics-ice-data-center-in-lulea
For questions, contact: Tor-Björn Minde,
Tor.bjorn.Minde@sics.se, +46 (0) 70 624 29 59
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1. Computing capacity and tools for big data and the cloud
2. Demonstration space for new products and solutions
3. Data center infrastructure for experiments and facilities data
4.Competence for verticals and data center infrastructure
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Cloudberry arranges a number
of meetings throughout the year.

Cloudberry

Cloudberry organizes networking
activities to meet up and exchange
ideas and future projects.

Your one-stop shop for data center
and cloud research and innovation

The research and innovation project Cloudberry is making data centers and the cloud
greener and smarter. Cloudberry is a partnership, driver and an environment for data
center and cloud research and innovation in Sweden. The mission is to help its industrial
and governmental partners to engage in research and innovation collaboration and to
strengthen business offers and opportunities.
With financial support from the national Swedish Innovation Agency, VINNOVA.
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”Cloudberry is playing a vital role, connecting
and supporting researchers, industries and
companies that are involved in research and
innovation related to data centers.”
Arash Mousavi,
Senior Lecturer and Researcher
at Luleå University of Technology

Cloudberry also coordinates data
center visits for researchers, public
and private sector actors as well as
university students.

Read more at: www.cloudberry-datacenters.com
Want to join Cloudberry? Questions?
Welcome to contact: Anders Lundkvist,
anders.lundkvist@ltu.se, +46 (0)920-491299
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Data Centers

A regional priority
Supporting a sustainable
regional growth of the data center
and cloud business sector

Based on its unique qualities, North Sweden has set forth to become a
region for global fore-runners, when it comes to how to make data centers
greener, smarter, more resource efficient, for the benefit of end customers
and users. With this overall objective, a regional data center strategy has been
developed. The strategy describes a rapidly growing global need and market
for mega-data centers, a very competitive Swedish offering to this market,
with the North Sweden region as a pioneer, to support a sustainable growth
of the data center and cloud business sector.

“We want to increase opportunities for
more data centers to be built in the county.
Therefore, we have taken the initiative at
the regional level to create an infrastructure
so that the industry can continue to grow.”
Sven-Erik Österberg,
County Governor

The regional Data center strategy was approved for execution in April 2015, and is available at:
http://www.lansstyrelsen.se/norrbotten/SiteCollectionDocuments/Sv/nyheter/rapport-strategi-skapa-varldsledande-teknikregion-NB-KLAR.pdf
For information about the strategy, contact: Per-Erik Andersson, Strategy Owner, Per-Erik.Andersson@lansstyrelsen.se, +46 (0) 10-2255230
Want to take part in the strategy put in action, contact: Mikael Börjesson, mikael.borjesson@ltu.se +46 (0)920-49 12 00
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The Data Center Strategy
put in Action
The Strategic Data Center Initiative in North Sweden
n

Form more attractive and diversified data center site-offerings

n

Support marketing and sales of these offerings and regional benefits

n

Support attraction and education of data center professionals

n

Help regional companies, in particular SMEs to engage competitively
in the data center business area

n

n

n

Strengthen the capacity for research and education at the universities
and institutes
Build and provide a data center business innovation support function
Build-up of a test-facility for validation of new data center
technology
23

Next Generation Green
and Resource efficient
Data Centers and
Cloud Products
from SMEs

Regional Businesses

in the Data Center and Cloud Area
“It’s a reference leader for
how data centers should
be built in the Nordics.”
Nov 30, 2015
FUI-project seminar. Data center
exhibition in Teknikens Hus,
University Campus, Luleå

Christiaan Keet, CTO of Hydro66

Building and planning data centers
Vittjärvshus are very proud to have been chosen by Hydro66 to plan and build their new data center in Boden. The
result is a data center that is architecturally unique with its use of a superstructure built in wood. A data center that
can be adapted to any client’s needs, simply a green data center for the future.
The project as a whole has been a success. Therefore, it has resulted
in a new company aiming squarely at this new and emerging market.
The name of the new company is Boden Data Center Builders AB. It
is unique in its kind, bringing together local businesses that are entirely
focused on enabling data center establishment within the region.
Christiaan Keet, CTO of Hydro66 says: “Our design of the
Hydro66 data center in Boden is born out of 20 years’ experience of
building data centers across the world. The region is an incredibly
attractive place in which to build data centers. However, building a data
center that can not only withstand temperatures that range from below
The project ”Data centers: Advancing business with research, development and innovation”, called the FUI-project, invites regional SMEs
to joint the project and its processes for product advancement.
Qualifying SMEs will gradually get access, at more and more favourable terms, to FUI-project services, including guidance and access to
international expertize, conferences, exhibitions and state-of-the art labfacilities for product development, test and demonstration.
The FUI-project started in September 2015 and will run over a pe-

riod of 36 months at a budget of 2,1 million Euro. It is mainly financed
by the European regional development fund and regional authorities.
The FUI-project is lead by Luleå University of Technology.
For more information contact:
Jan-Olov Johansson
jan-olov.johansson@ltu.se
+46 70 619 22 31

Cloud automation. Revolutionized.
Elastisys, founded in 2011, is a spin-off company from the renown
distributed systems research group at Umeå University. Elastisys
offers a cloud automation platform that right sizes cloud application
deployments using predictive auto-scaling to ensure that the application runs cost-efficiently and is responsive at all times, even in the
face of sudden load spikes. The Elastisys cloud automation platform
is capable of managing cloud deployments that are private, public,
or even hosted across different clouds.

For further information see:
www.elastisys.com
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-30C to above 30C, but can also be as efficient as possible at every
temperature range is tremendously challenging. We also had the requirement to make the carbon footprint of the building itself as low as was
physically possible which added additional complexity. We are delighted
that Boden DataCenter Builders AB has been formed as it means that
we now have a single go-to company for not only the maintenance of
the existing building, but for our future expansion requirements.
For further information see:
www.vittjarvshus.se

Safeguarding availability of power and
data communications for data centers
Coromatic is the leading provider of Critical Facility Solutions, such
as data centers. Coromatic safeguards availability of power and data
communications for mission critical functions. Its comprehensive
customer proposition covers everything from advice and design to
integration, maintenance and energy efficient operations of Critical
Facilities. Clients are data centers, hospitals, industries, public
organizations and headquarters.
For further information see:
www.coromatic.se
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The Future

of Sustainable and Energy
Efficient Data Centers
Below is some of the research and innovation areas that the region will
focus on. Welcome to join us in the progress beyond the state-of-the-art.
1. Scalable Cloud in a Web of Data centers for Internet-of-Things,
Artificial inteligence and 5G
High performance compute, storage and networking in a network fabric of
distributed data centers
2. Data center Integration in the Energy Grid for Load Balancing
Operations of data centers as mega batteries in the mission critical grid
3. Automated Operations of Data centers with Zero Human Touch
Autonomous robots are used in reconfiguration and maintenance
4. Zero Carbon Data center Buildings in Wood
Plug-and-play wood modules with integrated energy supply systems
5. Energy Re-Use in Biomass Greenhouses
The heat is used in renewable energy eco-parks for circular economy
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Partners
3M

Coromatic

Exeri

Mirror Partner

ABB

Facebook

NCC

Acon

County Administrative
Board of Norrbotten

Skellefteå
Municipality

Fortlax

Netrounds Solutions

SolarControl

Agio

County Council of Norrbotten

Goodtech

NetpowerLabs

Stulz

Alten

Cygate

HanleyEnergy

Norrbotten County Council

Sweco

ArctosLabs

Data Center Technology

Hi5

OrbitOne

Swegon

Atea

Desigtech Solutions

HW4IT

Oricane

Swedish Customs

BnearIT

Effnet

KTH

Pite Energi

TeliaSonera

Boden Municipality

Elastisys

KYAB

Rittal

TKM Group

Bolero

EltelNetworks

Luleå Energi

Schleifenbauer

The Node Pole

Boxmodul

Enaco

Luleå Municipality

Schneider

Vattenfall

Bravida

E.ON

Martinsson

Siemon

Xarepo

Center For Vibration Comfort

Ericsson

Metria

SEECooling

WeissTechnik
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A collaboration between
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Do you want to contribute? Contact Marie Nolin,
Luleå University of Technology, marie.nolin@ltu.se, +46 (0)725262070

